Reservoirs for Interstate Flow Management in the Delaware River Basin

- **Cannonsville Reservoir**: 96 BG
- **Pepacton Reservoir**: 140 BG
- **Lake Wallenpaupack**: 30 BG (Emergency)
- **F. E. Walter Reservoir**: 11 BG (Emergency)
- **Beltzville Reservoir**: 13 BG
- **Blue Marsh Reservoir**: 6.5 BG
- **Marsh Creek Reservoir**: 4.0 BG
- **Merrill Creek Reservoir**: 16 BG
- **Mongaup System**: 15 BG (Emergency)
- **Neversink Reservoir**: 35 BG
- **Mericus Reservoir**: 15 BG (Emergency)

69 BG of Storage for Flow Augmentation is made available through DRBC Emergency Actions. Numbers indicate storage capacities. BG = billion gallons.